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FIG. 0: Page with 4 cases of shooting,, and 12 viewings 



In stereoscopy (3Ds), are we all seeing the same volume? 
 
The Large coloured page of drawings (see Fig 0) of hedging relate to four stereo shoots, with a stereo base 
of 65 mm and shows the different types of stereoscopic observations that can be obtained when the infinite 
homologous points are projected at 65 mm apart: on the right, observations by "small heads" of children (55 
mm intraocular distance, that of a child of about 6 years old) ; in the middle, by heads of adults (65 mm 
intraocular distance, regarded as a standard average) ; on the left, by "big heads" (73 mm intraocular 
distance, maximum plausible distance according to Hurault) ... , and that for several distances of filming the 
subject (distances shown in purple). These conditions shooting, restitution screen and conditions of 
observation were also used to establish drawings of what is seen (see Fig. 3 & 4, page later). 
 

 
 

FIG. 1 - Shooting FIG. 2 – Viewing 
 
Each observer is supposed to be at orthoscopic place of the (stereo) image observed (distance indicated in 
white on the large coloured page), so in the axis of the screen, at a precise distance that can be calculated 
from the optical back focal distance during the shooting, via the width of the projection and used width of the 
sensor (see FIG. 1 & 2 and note 2, page later). For the observation of a monoscopic view from this "ideal 
place", we find the same horizontal angle has embraced the lens of the camera that made the shooting, in 
addition, for a stereoscopic view, this same "ideal place" allows a head (with intraocular distance as the same 
value between the infinite counterparts and also equal to the stereo base of the shooting), to see the volume 
stereoscopic be returned to scale as 1, for depths as well for widths and heights. In our examples where the 
stereo base is 65 mm shooting, as well as the difference between infinite counterparts and also the 
intraocular distance of the standard observer, this observer will see a cube the same as shooting (50 × 50 × 
50 cm), and this volume will be positioned at the same distance as in the case of shooting corresponding 
(see FIG. 3 & 4, page later.). 
 
Given the orthoscopic distance and position chosen (3.50 m) to establish the large coloured page (see Fig. 
0), the first three sets of stereoscopic observations (case 1-2-2a) show that the cube or its "transformation" is 
found in depth, the fourth set (case 3) shows that the cube or its "transformation" found there spouted of the 
screen.  
 
For these shooting and viewing conditions, these different images show how each type of distance between 
the eyes - those outside 65 mm apart - "see geometrically distorted" volumes (not yet integrated 
interpretation / compensation brain) ... For precision, the large coloured page (Fig. 0) contains all the 
necessary informations for those who would like to know or check the geometry and transformed dimensions 
or particular points (see the geometrical analysis if proposed). Given the choice of 65 mm for the distance 
between the corresponding infinite points on the screen togather with the range of intraocular distances used 
for the observers (in this case from 55 to 73 mm), we can see that during observation, the child with the 55 
mm eye-gap is quickly hampered by the geometric volumes originally filmed not too far in depth: it may be 
noted that between the initial distances corresponding to sets 2 and 2a of the cube filmed, there are only 25 
cm more away... but for these two initial distances - nearby 6.5 times around the viewing distance from the 
screen – the said child undergoes a dramatic outcome then even more dramatic ... Only the set showing the 
cube or its "transformation" spouted from the screen, doesn’t present any "risks of embarrassment" for 
anyone ... ! Long live outgoing / gushing and immersive Relief in a (large) hall and down too deep in any 
room. 
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In our sample of stereoscopic observations, we took the case of a child whose intraocular distance was 55 mm 
and whose brain has not yet learned to control the divergence of his eyes, so he will be more or less hampered 
according to the depth position volumes present in the stereoscopic view. A spectator whose intraocular distance 
is 65 mm can verify for himself the changes as if he had a 55 mm one: simply, without special stereo glasses, on 
the screen that displays the two homologous images, he should establish a horizontal shift between the images 
(projection, TV or paper) to get 77 mm between the two corresponding points of a selected infinite ... , and after 
putting on stereo glasses, he should place himself at the new orthoscopic place, therefore 4.15 m from the screen, 
on the central axis of the screen (instead of 3.50 m) : he will see the forms of the volumes, absolutely similar to 
those that saw the child. But one must not forget that the 3D spectator’s past, from the habit of the developed eye 
divergence can minimize abnormal changes, and therefore a further increase between the two corresponding 
points of the selected infinite, adapted to the observer, allow sought-after observation equivalence. 
 
From other positions than the orthoscopic place, all observers undergo "slippage" of frontal planes 
constituting the cube or its transformation (see FIG. 3 next page). This does not change the front dimensions 
(horizontal and vertical ones), but it does change the positions and apparent size of objects in the depth 
direction. Here, each observer, according to his intraocular distance, sees only one or the other of the forms 
adjacent to the direction defined by his actual position and the center of the screen: the heads were 
symbolized with a colour, seen form to be the same colour. 
 
Far too often, the 3D films are mounted or manipulated in medium or large rooms to obtain between 
corresponding points of the infinity deviation of 65 mm (SCF), or even more (for 3D movies), ... while finally, it 
should never exceed the minimum distance between the eyes of the children going to see these films 3D 
(see FIG. 5). We have personally selected as minimum 55 mm long ago. 
 
In a stereoscopic observation, to respect difference between infinite homologous points as equal with the 
minimum value of the palette of intraocular distances of spectators (but see note 1), would ensure that all 
spectators will have visual comfort, therefore these people would not meet geometry unbuildable. This would 
avoid the risk of nausea, especially for children whose brain is still learning to compensate or to deviate their 
eyes, and that the brain wants to interpret as "normal" any gap between homologous points. For those who 
know how to diverge, it can "seem OK", but there will always be children and adult stereoscopic beginners 
and it should not disgust them to see relief (or even cause them traumatic phobia), so 3Ds movies should be 
mounted for "small heads" in priority! ...  
 
Welcome to the 3Ds. 
 

Jean-Marc Hénault et Serge Gauthier 
 
Note 1: Do not forget that prescription glasses are optical devices that can show in a direction other than real objects 
looked, and this remains the case if these objects are the homologous images of a stereo pair: without knowing, adults 
with glasses can also be found in the same situation as a child who does not wear glass. 
 
Note 2: After his personal and serious analysis, RJ. Spottiswoode writes in a letter to Stereo SMPTE Committee in 1953 
that it is not the focal distance to be used in stereo, but is the distance between the center of the lens (Editor's Note: for 
simplicity) and the film-plan, especially for small volumes ; and since then, various authors have be able to demonstrate 
again and have remember this. 
 
Drawing on next page (FIG. 6) shows a case of monoscopic macro shooting, for which the entire of the picture will not be 
used. It is in stereoscopy (see FIG. 7 next page) we can understand the advantage of this geometry which, without 
knowing it, many operators meet the requirements a posteriori. We showed useful horizontal angle during the shooting 
and the equivalent angle of convergence, because it is these factors that allowed S. Gauthier to establish methods of 
shooting stereo by parallelism as far as by convergence of the optical axes. One of the key-parameters that determines 
the geometry of the stereo shooting therefore remains the Back focal distance T of the used lens, and from the snapshot 
dimensional physical elements (see FIG. 6 & 7 below), this parameter is used to define the useful horizontal angle of 
shooting, and therefore the distance and width at the intersection of the two beams present in stereoscopy ( = Map 
"zero"), and this parameter is also used to define the orthoscopic position during future observation (conditioning 
processing looked depths ). 
 
If the use of the value of focal length F is an acceptable substitution in no-close photo or open spaces, this is no longer the case in 
macro where such use has a systematic well determined error on the value of the parameter, but that some operators attempt to 
compensate by use of an "empirical" corrective from 1.05× to 2× for a magnification G less than or equal to 1, and greater than 2× if the 
magnification G is greater than 1. ‘Determine the value of the back focal distance that is really used’ will show them the correct term to 
put in place of their focal length value, and would erase the qualification of empiricism that has usually the technical of macrostereo. 
 

if D is the distance between the back focal distance plan and the focal distance plan, 
{ T = (1/2) × [ D + (sign of (G-1)) × �(D² - 4×F×D) ] } ; (...if the lens has a interstice i, replace D by [D - i] ) 
(S. Gauthier, 1990) 

Sources: 
TRAITÉ ET MÉTHODES MODERNES DE STÉRÉOSCOPIE (Treaty and modern methods of stereoscopy) , in french, by S. Gauthier, ISBN 2-9504593-0-7, © 1990-
1992, This book won the Grand Prize LP. Clerc 1993 French Museum of Photography (Bièvres, Essonne, France). Email: stereo_serge_gauthier@hotmail.com 

mailto:stereo_serge_gauthier@hotmail.com
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Simplified summary: 
Do we see all the same volume in 3D virtual images? 
 
The answer is obviously no. In the small drawing showing distorted cubes and three heads « small, standard 
and large heads » (Fig. 3 in the article)," we notice the different observations of volumes in a cinema with 
seats ABC and O (Ortho, special place explained in the article) and different distances between the eyes. 
Small heads are yellow (interocular distance = 55mm sees light yellow volume) ; adult "standard" heads are 
blue (interocular distance = 65 mm sees light blue cubes) and "big heads” in green (interocular distance = 73 
mm sees sees light green volume). 
 
In these little drawings (Fig. 3 and 4 in the article) everyone merges in relief without much problem; but if we 
look at the large coloured page (Fig. 0 in the article) , in both examples of drawings in the middle of the sheet, 
it becomes catastrophic for the child, especially drawing case No. 3 hence the cuvette to vomit... because for 
him, the back of the red cube, exceeding the limits of the infinite, many plans doubles up here, "not in relief 
on the back of the cube," which adults do not suspect for one minute, and mothers ask to ophthalmologists 
why their children are nauseous?... in fact especially with plans to much depth... finally, above all for child 
whose brain is "not yet ripe", does not know compensate by diverging his eyes. 
 
Although I work in this 3D environment, I'm sorry to bring another stone to the mill of the relief detractors 
(but I agree that we must stop making all films in 3D: for some unanticipated for, it adds nothing ... ‘Hugo 
Cabret’ and ‘Sammy the turtle’ have been planned for and that changes everything), because the "small 
heads", meant by that those (including children) with a intraocular distance less than 65 mm (or adults with 
unsuitable glasses), observe volumes that are sometimes dramatically distorted. The reason is simple: film 
editors have taken as a standard 3D the average adult intraocular distance (65 mm) (see middle column on the 
colour scheme) and so adjust at 65 mm on the projection screen the spacing (it is said parallax) between a 
"left-eye" point and" right-eye” point of the infinite, while avoiding these massive deformations for children, 
it should ajust these two points with a spacing of no more 55 mm between them (see image of the plane). 
 
It's simple stereoscopic geometry demonstrated in 1984 by Serge Gauthier, demonstrating that unfortunately 
very few people know. It is obvious that setting the relief projected to become comfortable with the "small 
heads", volumes for children become like formerly those for adults 65 mm (see middle column of the large 
coloured page), and for those adults with an intraocular distance of 65 mm – said "standard " until now - , 
those volumes become these "flattened" and seen closer "big heads" (see left column of the colour scheme) ... 
in our examples we took a maximum of 73 mm for the intraocular distance, but it can go beyond.  
 
These large heads have, they, relief observed more closely and a little flattened. Sorry for breast of Sylvia 
Krystel Emanuelle’s chest in 3D for big heads, but the priority should go to children whose brains are 
learning and that really does not need to be disgusted with relief at an early age. Imagine him lengthened 
breasts ... other trauma. 
 
Also note in the drawings at the bottom of the large coloured page (Fig. 0 in the article) that here we have a 
relief spouting out of the screen .. and that volumes deformations are of much lower ...  
 
So, why do film makers make us only 3D relief in depth ... 
 
Answer : 
 
1) " Tired of too full relief eyes in amusement parks, we only make relief art film," I do not see how the 3D 
relief behind the screen would be more artistic, it's just a good excuse! ,  
 
2) They start yet in relief and do not have the mastery of ‘3D gushing’ of our elders of the 50/70s, apart from 
those who recently made "Sammy the Turtle" 1 & 2 (Ben Stassen, director of films parks attractions) and 
Martin Scorsese who directed “Hugo Cabret”. 
 
Some filmmakers told me they were doing especially deep relief because they had noticed some nausea 
children and so tried to eliminate this problem. All wrong!... But thankfully, projectionists may provide a 
solution by appropriate adjusting / editing program ...  
 

Jean-Marc Hénault 
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